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Global War for Talent
World by 2020:
▫ 30 million – potential shortage of college-educated 

workers
▫ 45 million – potential shortage of medium-skilled 

workers in developing economies
▫ 95 million – surplus of low-skilled workers

McKinsey Global Institute Report, June 2012
United States 2010-2018:
▫ 46.8 million – new and replacement jobs created
▫ 63% of those jobs will require some post-secondary 

education or training
▫ 3 million – shortfall

The Georgetown University Center on Education and 
the Workforce “Help Wanted” Report, June 2010



Wage Inflation 2000-2011
Average pay increased even during recession:
▫ Worldwide 23%
▫ Developed Economies 5%
▫ Asia almost doubled
▫ China tripled
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Top five most difficult jobs to fill
United States 2007-2012

Skilled Trades

Engineers

IT Staff

Sales Reps

Accountants, Finance Staff

Caden Corp. Analysis based on 
ManpowerGroup Talent Shortage 
Surveys 2007-2012
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Top five most difficult jobs to fill
Mexico 2007-2012

Production Operators

Sales Reps

Admin Assistants, Office Support

Engineers

Tecnicians

Linear (Production Operators)

Caden Corp. Analysis based on 
ManpowerGroup Talent Shortage 
Surveys 2007-2012



TOP 10 JOBS EMPLOYERS ARE HAVING 
DIFFICULTY FILLING NOW
1. Skilled Trade Workers
2. Engineers
3. Sales Representatives
4. Technicians
5. Accounting & Finance Staff
6. Management/Executives
7. IT Staff
8. Drivers
9. Secretaries, PAs, Administrative Assistants & Office Support Staff
10. Laborers

ManpowerGroup 2013 Talent Shortage Survey



Talent and Economic Development
• Talentism is the new Capitalism

• Human Capital investments (in education) directly 
impact GDP growth as reported by R. Barro in  a 
study of 100 countries 1960-1995

• Example: South Korea



Competitiveness
“Competitiveness is the set of institutions, policies, 

and factors that determine the level of productivity 
of a country“

World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report

“Competitiveness is defined by the productivity with 
which a nation utilizes its human, capital and 
natural resources. ”

Michael E. Porter, Harvard Business School





Porter’s Rules for Increasing Productivity

The goal of economic strategy is to enhance productivity. This is the 
only way to create jobs, high income, and wealth in the long run. 

Improving productivity and innovation must be the guiding 
principles for every state policy choice.

Improving productivity does not require new public resources, but using 
existing resources better.

Improving productivity demands that governors mobilize the private 
sector, not rely on government alone.

Economic strategy is non-partisan and about getting results.
Michael E. Porter, Harvard Business School



El Paso:  Demand/Supply
Demand Patterns

• Primary sub-region for 
employment recovery

• 2.4% growth over 2011-2012 
(8863 jobs)

• Mostly focused on low-end 
positions

• 55% of growth is in Retail, 
Leisure/Hospitality sectors

• Broad, modest growth in 
manufacturing, construction, 
business services

• Limited growth in education, 
government (major employers)

Recruitment/Skills Issues

• Shortage of nurses, medical 
technicians, qualified engineers, 
purchasing specialists, 
appropriately skilled 
managers/finance personnel

• Professionals/Managers:  weak 
fundamental skills, limited 
specialties, must often recruit 
outside region

• Technical Positions:  good 
theoretical skills preparation but 
limited understanding of workplace

• Strongly prefer experienced hires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the jobs created in El Paso are in low paying positions in low paying sectors:  •	2772 or 31% of new El Paso jobs will be in the Retail sector•	1938 or 22% of new El Paso jobs will be in the Leisure and Hospitality sector•	Most occupations identified as recruitment targets in these sectors require limited skills and education and pay less than $10 per hour.Other growing sectors:•	Manufacturing appeared to be on a modest rebound, with 679 new jobs projected after typical declines of 1000-1400 per year over the last 5 years.  •	Construction employment was expected to grow by 2.8 percent (736 new jobs).  Has depended on Ft. Bliss, now ramping down•	Each of the following sectors was also projected to add at least 500 jobs:  Wholesale Trade, Finance/Insurance, Real Estate, and Professional and Business Services.  Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas: El Paso employment is not only concentrated in lower-wage occupations, but that these specific occupations pay significantly less in El Paso than in other parts of the U.S•	Manufacturing wages tending to fall into the $10-15 per hour range, about 70-90 percent of U.S. national median pay.  •	Pay scales for construction helpers about 2/3 of mational levels, averaging $8.50-$11 locallyHowever, salaries in the El Paso’s health care sector approach or exceed national averages for nurses and medical technicians.SHORTAGESHard to find qualified engineers, business functions with manufacturing-sector specialties in accounting, finance, supply chain. Businesses could do more with federal contracting and subcontracting but there is an absence of purchasing/supply system specialists.Hard to find people with good English skills who can represent company to outsiders, perform in sales rolesMany management/specialties must be recruited outside the regionHealth sector:  high demand, emerging severe shortage of nurses, who as a group are aging; vocational system is responding w/skills but can’t make up for experience deficit; takes several months to be ready to deliver good patient care on their own.Almost everybody prefers experienced candidates, will just wait until they find an experienced candidates.  EDUCATIONAL EFFORTSRegion has done a lot to promote educational inclusiveness, high-school completion (now approaching 80%), raise test scores especially in Latino community:  Collaborative for Educational Excellence (20 year effort, founded by UTEP, business-schools-community partnership.Goal is to make sure students finish high school and are able to access vocational and higher education, in order to get decent jobs.Specialized Programs:  Project Arriba (WFD/Social/Financial support so that disadvantaged people can access community college), Anamarc College (integrate cc training with intensive career guidance, experience and community programs, personal support and inspiration)Businesses say:  they still come out with weak communication/STEM skills, poor understanding of workplace, specific technical deficits.  School still poorly prepares young people for work.



Dona Ana County:  Demand/Supply

Demand Patterns

• Survey projects 1.3% employment 
growth over 2011-2012 (1181 
jobs)

• 77% of growth is in Manufacturing, 
Retail, Business Services, and 
Health Care Sectors

• Demand in Business Services sector 
is driving administrative wages 
close to national averages

• Business Services also leads 
demand for higher-value positions 
(lawyers, software developers, 
sales managers, etc.) 

Recruitment/Skills Issues

• Good supply of nurses, health techs 
from vocational system, but 
employers must add experienced 
staff from outside region

• A small manufacturing spike may 
be straining the labor base.  Acute 
shortage of welders

• Good professional/hi-tech base 
exists for R&D for new startups 
(drones, biomass) but who will 
manufacture products?

• Emerging Santa Teresa impacts are 
probably large but uncertain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slightly higher overall income and education levels than El Paso, and lower unemployment (BLS:  6.6% in Las Cruces in April 2012).  But per capita income is still about 15% less than the national average.Needs a “breakthrough” industry, destination employers. White Sands Missile Range and Test Facility, NASA:  contributes to a professional community with high-tech knowledge and higher salaries.  Foundation for defense, aerospace cluster development.But the region still has a large rural/agricultural component, moving into higher tech agriculture products like biomass/biofuels.Arrowhead Center at NMSU – commercialize technology, incubate business startups“Spaceport America” – higher value tourism, reinforce regional profile in aerospaceUnmanned Aerial Vehicles (drones) – a technology ready for expansion in the regionContracting opportunities with Maquilas – MVEDA recently noted that Delphi is looking for local partners but having trouble connecting with them



Key Findings for El  Paso and Dona Ana
• Modest recovery underway:  strongest in El Paso
• Skill system response most evident among 2-year colleges

▫ Student response is especially strong in health sector due to high wages
▫ Many students still pursuing credentials for teaching, government, law 

enforcement, although employment is not growing
• Open positions are generally at low skill levels; small but important demand at 

professional level; low wages by U.S. standards prevail in most occupations
• Employer Perceptions:  

▫ vocational education = weak practical skills, need on-the-job training
▫ engineering, finance, purchasing graduates lack specific skills for local 

industry (e.g. supply chain, cost-accounting for production processes)
▫ Low communication/STEM skills prevail, poor local supply of candidates 

for management, sales, many business functions
• Limited employer training investment; expect preparation from schools
• Strong experience preference + limited on-the-job training = barriers for youth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low-skill/low wage trap:  business won’t come if skills aren’t there; individuals won’t invest in skills if there are no available jobs to reward that investment; most ambitious individuals and startup companies will exit the region.Some strategies (not all of them consistent):--Attract business based on low wages (to some extent, call centers fit this pattern – but do they really contribute to career-oriented opportunities for local people?)--Attract businesses based on other factors – geography/transport links, presence of maquilas, quality of life – and then build skills base to support them--Business cluster development from recognized strengths – research or existing business base.  Health/medical technology in El Paso, defense, aerospace, biofuels in Dona Ana.



Ciudad Juarez:  Demand/Supply
Demand Patterns

• Timing of Survey – Uncertain 
employer intentions

• Forecast 0.11% shrinkage in formal 
employment. 0.22% in maquilas

• Modest growth in Construction and 
Professional/Business Sectors

• Suggests strong resilience in light 
of local violence during survey 
period, slow U.S. recovery among 
maquila partners

• Subsequent reports indicate 2012 
rebound among maquilas

Recruitment/Skills Issues

• Maquilas:  Labor shortages 
concentrated among technician-
level personnel 
▫ Students prefer Engineering Lic. 

over technical credential
▫ Qualified technicians bargain 

aggressively and change jobs to 
maximize salary

• Individual firms invest to protect 
supply of highly skilled engineers

• Hospitals:  acute nursing shortage
• Hard to find qualified sales reps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employer survey was undertaken during high levels of local violence – a lot of people didn’t want to answer, were afraid callers were sizing them up for extortion, very challenging survey.  Under the circumstances it is surprising that respondents weren’t more pessimistic – weren’t willing to be negative about the future.  So the survey itself suggests a lot of resilience.Subsequently Chihuahua and Ciudad Juarez were included in a regular, higher-level ManpowerGroup survey called our Economic Outlook Survey – fundamentally separate from this employer survey project. The MEOS asks surveyed employers how they expect employment numbers to change over the next three months at their current location.  It provides an indicator of broad hiring intentions, with net scores calculated as the percentage of employers foreseeing an increase minus the percentage seeing a decrease. The Mexico survey for the second quarter of 2012 included 4800 employers in all major labor markets.  In general, expectations were modestly optimistic, with 21 percent of employers foreseeing an increase in hiring and 6 percent foreseeing a decrease, for a net outlook score of +15.  Scores for the state of Chihuahua were similar the results for Mexico as a whole.  Juarez itself had a positive outlook of +18, slightly above the national average.  Possibly the most striking result was the turnaround in hiring intentions compared to last year.  Ciudad Juarez had the largest improvement in hiring intentions of any Mexican city: a 20 point increase compared to 12 months ago and a 15 point increase compared with the previous quarter.   Skills shortages mirror some issues in the local vocational education system.  In the industrial sector, these are mostly at the technician level – maquilas manage to find enough basic labor, and take engineering and scientific personnel from the university system and cultivate them through aggressive training efforts like the Delphi institute and other institutes associated with individual firms.  But the skills supply could do a better job of turning out mid-level technicians.  The Profesional Medio (high school vocational) track is underfunded and only about 15% of students pursue that track, with low completion levels.  (In fact, Profesional Medio education is not yet universally available to 14-17 year olds – only about 2/3 are able to enroll.)  The idea of a 2-year community college on the U.S. model is relatively new in Mexico, and although UTCJ turns out about 900 students per year this is an area where more investment might better fill those middle skills ranks.The situation in health care is comparable.  In addition to industrial personnel, Profesional Medio education turns out a large number of health care aides, paramedics, etc.  The university system has created, if anything, an oversupply of doctors and specialists – we see some working in El Paso in nursing or physician assistant roles.  But the broad middle category of skilled nurses and health technicians faces severe shortages.  In the U.S., health technicians are commonly trained by the community college system.  Nurses require a 4-year degree but often start on that path in community college.Finally, bilingual skills could be stronger at all levels.  Given the extensive North American links of the maquila industry, many employers are concerned about poor English skills that limit the effectiveness of professionals and make it hard to find good sales and purchasing people.



Key Findings for Ciudad Juarez
• Demand Issues:

▫ Civic violence was a major issue in 2011 but city is resilient, recovering
▫ Maquila sector is an underutilized partner for the region; need larger share 

of regional leadership/vision from within Ciudad Juarez
▫ Need better integration of smaller manufacturing businesses in C.J.
▫ Shortage of technician-level personnel is bidding up technician wages

• Supply Issues:
▫ Limited access to secondary (and therefore higher) education
▫ Good economic alignment, but low status/funding, of vocational secondary 

(Profesional Medio) education
▫ Good quality, but limited scope, of CENALTEC workforce services
▫ Emerging 2-year vocational HEI option (UTCJ) should be encouraged
▫ Need more English training for international business roles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See previous slide



Recommendation #1:  
Employers must play a more aggressive role in 
spearheading skills-development initiatives.

• Articulate Skill Needs to Education 
Partners

• Invest in Experience Programs with 
Vocational Partners (Apprenticeships)

• Implement Mentorships Internally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action Under the sponsorship of an economic development authority with broad stakeholder engagement, the region should create a branded, high-profile region-wide skills initiative that emphasizes the leadership roles and responsibilities of the business community.The initiative should have three components: •	“Skills Partnerships” – structured, high-profile collaborations between businesses and educational institutions, to develop and revise educational curricula in line with the professional and technical requirements of occupations that have a high impact on realizing employers’ potential business opportunities.  A starting point may be the creation of more manufacturing-oriented financial, engineering, and purchasing courses and programs.  The new Economic Development authority, for example, could convene stakeholders to identify areas where business leaders were prepared to invest time and effort, undertake formal profiling of key skills requirements, and engage with curriculum experts at local educational institutions.  This sort of sponsorship by the Economic Development authority could ensure deeper and more continuous business engagement than is sometimes evident under current case-by-case business-education collaborations.Apprenticeship data:  While most European countries have youth unemployment rates in the 20-30% range, Austria’s rate in the 3rd quarter of 2011 was 7.3%; Germany’s was 8.6%; the Netherlands 7.6%; Norway 8.8%; and Switzerland 7.2%.  (BusinessEurope, 2012).  What these countries have in common is a strong vocational education system that serves a majority of secondary students (and therefore avoids the stigma attached to vocational tracking in many other countries) and that combines classroom-based training with workplace-based apprenticeships over a period of several years.  Such “dual-training” systems involve close coordination between employers and schools and a focus on relevant skills.  They also represent a significant investment by employers:  in Germany and Switzerland, employers invest between 15,000 and 19,000 Euros ($18,750-$23,750) per apprentice per year, including training stipends, although Swiss apprenticeship programs are run so efficiently that employers typically realize a net gain of 900 Euros ($1125) per year from each position.  (See:  http://ftp.iza.org/dp3465.pdf)In these countries, students have access to a wide range of programs reflecting the actual skills demands and job opportunities in the economy.  Their apprenticeships give them direct exposure to the requirements of the workplace and a certification that is respected by employers.  At the conclusion of the program, even if participants are not directly hired to full time status from their apprenticeship, they bring industry experience and a valued credential to their job search. •	“Experience Partnerships” – investments by both educational/vocational institutions and businesses to add substantial practical work experience components to local education programs and vocational training initiatives.  In some cases it may be possible to create formal apprenticeship programs but this is not necessarily the goal in all cases.  Employers recognizing the need for additional on-the-job training for their new hires could engage pro-actively with educational institutions to create split-day or split-week programs that combine technical training with practical workplace experience, leading to more work-ready candidates.  This principle could also be incorporated into targeted workforce development programs in areas of identified employer demand.•	“Mentoring Partnerships” -- dedicated internal programs among major employers, based on recognized best practices in mentoring, which include long-term hiring commitments for young people, structured exposure to multiple business functions, formal mentors from within the organization, and a commitment to young people’s career development within the organization.  The new Economic Development authority could help promote the concept, articulate standards, and document successes.Apprenticeship data:  While most European countries have youth unemployment rates in the 20-30% range, Austria’s rate in the 3rd quarter of 2011 was 7.3%; Germany’s was 8.6%; the Netherlands 7.6%; Norway 8.8%; and Switzerland 7.2%.  (BusinessEurope, 2012).  What these countries have in common is a strong vocational education system that serves a majority of secondary students (and therefore avoids the stigma attached to vocational tracking in many other countries) and that combines classroom-based training with workplace-based apprenticeships over a period of several years.  Such “dual-training” systems involve close coordination between employers and schools and a focus on relevant skills.  They also represent a significant investment by employers:  in Germany and Switzerland, employers invest between 15,000 and 19,000 Euros ($18,750-$23,750) per apprentice per year, including training stipends, although Swiss apprenticeship programs are run so efficiently that employers typically realize a net gain of 900 Euros ($1125) per year from each position.  Mentoring:  TEN Youth candidates are selected from first-time job seekers -- high school or college graduates between the ages of 18-24, who are reliable, hard-working, adaptive, and have demonstrated their abilities as a self-starter.  Companies commit to hiring these young people as full time employees in career-track positions, providing them with 3 to 6 months of training and at least two years of formal mentoring.  These young people are to be employed in specific functional areas of the company where they can acquire valuable corporate-world skills and build long-term careers. 



Responsibility for Skills Development
Levels of Skills Types of Skills Role of Actors 

and Institutions
Generic Core 
Skills
Qualifications

Skills required in all industry 
sectors
Being part of a community
social behaviour in work environment
Professional behaviour
Understanding sustainability

Sector Specific 
Core Skills
Capacities
Qualifications

Skills and knowledge common 
to a sector
Process and product
Production materials
Health and safety

Workplace Job 
Skills
Competencies

Skills and knowledge specific 
to the enterprise and employer
Work procedures
Machines and equipment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each level of the skills system – government, employers, and individuals – has key responsibilities in creating a labor market that can sustain high growth and high opportunity.  Each level is sometimes tempted to pass off those responsibilities to other levels, but in a high-performing economy all three partners are making future-oriented investments.The Public Sector is responsible for making sure that individuals have the opportunity to acquire generic core skills relevant to the workplace and to further education and training, and that they understand their role in the community and the economy and the further specialized education and training resources that are available to them.Individuals and businesses both share responsibility for the development of sector-specific as well as specific workplace skills.  Individuals have a core responsibility to intelligently plan their careers, make good choices about education and training, work hard on the job, and continually acquire new skills.But businesses sometimes want to push responsibility for skills development off to government on the one hand, and individuals on the other.  They see on the job training for new workers as a necessary evil, a response to “deficiencies” in other parts of the system.  But the most productive economies don’t work that way.  Shared employer responsibility for training is a key element of the German apprenticeship system, for example, which is an element of one of the most productive manufacturing economies in the world, and one which has among the lowest rates of global unemployment.  Businesses need to take a pro-active role in creating the workforce they want to have, because their own success depends on it.



Recommendation #2:
Educational Institutions Should 
Collaborate with Businesses to Solve 
Skills Challenges Identified by 
Employers

• Importance of Orienting Programs to 
Concrete Employment Demand

• Patterns of Business/Educator 
Collaboration

• Unique Expertise of HEI
• Importance of Data-Driven Career 

Services
• Best Practices at K-12 and HEI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action Step 2a:  Educational Institutions Should Play a Key Role in Business-Driven Skills and Experience PartnershipsCooperation is the key element – let businesses define skills shortages, and bring unique HEI resources to bear in curriculum design.Investment and creative effort needed in designing and implementing dual training and/or work experience programs that supplement vocational curricula (and perhaps even professional curricula).Action Step 2b:  Educational Institutions Should Adopt Better/Best Practices in Career Awareness and Guidance ServicesAction Step 2c:  Educational Institutions Should Develop Analytical and Information Services to Support Skills and Career Initiatives. HEI have unique analytical resources, but will depend on private sector data and cooperation, in building more data-driven career advisory services, and in expanding those elements of their career service programs that help young people learn specifically abut locally available jobs.  Should also include modeling of skills acquisition and career paths, and insights on typical career paths by industry/profession.Career guidance at the K-12 level includes the following, but varies by school district.  Cooperate on identifying and replicating best practices:Job ShadowInformational InterviewsMentoringCareer CenterCareer CounselorCareer-related CoursesProfessional-Technical course offeringsGuidance-sponsored career days



Priorities for Collaboration
Skills Category Challenge Response
Professional/Manager Lack specific preparation 

for locally available roles:    
engineering, finance, 
purchasing, other 
managers

Skills partnerships for 
curriculum elements

Professional/Manager/
Admin

Weak communication and 
STEM skills

Articulate business
qualifications/standards

Admin/Tech/Manual Good theoretical/weak 
practical preparation in 
health, trades programs

Work experience 
programs

Business-oriented 
Graduates

Lack information on full
range of options

Career modeling, data-
driven career services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See previous slide.



Recommendation #3:
Promote a Culture of Entrepreneurship, and Provide 
Effective Support for Local Entrepreneurs, Throughout 
the Region

• Entrepreneurship and 
Equality/Inclusiveness

• Changing Attitudes
• Entrepreneurship Education
• Best Practices in School Districts 

and HEIs
• Support for Young Entrepreneurs
• Community Resources and 

Business Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action Step 3a:  Ensure Uniform Implementation of Best-Practices in Entrepreneurship Education. A matter of equity:  importance of building knowledge and social capital to ensure inclusion and economic opportunity – entrepreneurial education can transform outlooks, experiential learning can create a sense of personal possibility, for people of all backgrounds.  Understand and prepare for dynamic careers based on continuous learning and on entrepreneurial values.Transformative impacts on young people’s decisions to stay in school, on their academic motivation, and on leadership behaviors.  Increase students’ awareness of what makes a business succeed, and their own role in making it succeed, thereby increasing work-readiness for new hires and improving their contribution on the job.Some version of Entrepreneurial Skills training is commonly offered in both the Dona Ana County and El Paso County public school districts.  Need to identify best practices and ensure replication.  Elements currently identified in one or more school systems include:Junior AchievementProject learning with local businessesNetworkingClassroom TrainingApprenticeshipsFormal entrepreneurial skills curricula include components on creating a realistic business plan, and on finance, marketing, operations, human resources, management, and other essential business competencies for entrepreneurs.  More direct support for young entrepreneurs, including business incubation services, mentoring, and assisted access to capital, should also be core elements of programs offered by regional universities and community colleges.  Action Step 3b:  Create a Stakeholder Team with Responsibility for Improving Tangible Support for New Business StartupsA broad initiative to promote new business formation requires both building up new community infrastructure to support entrepreneurs and taking a careful look at existing factors impacting the business environment.New Economic Development Agency is planning to consolidate support programs for new entrepreneurs (in El Paso, these include institutions like the Hub of Innovation and Innovate-El Paso).  The disbanding of the Camino Real Angels suggests that business mentorship may more sustainably be provided on a public or community service model rather than on a venture capital model. Components should include:Web-based, PC-based, or other efficiently delivered entrepreneurial skills curricula for new business starters.Dedicated one-on-one assistance to new business starters for concrete tasks like developing a business plan or identifying financing options.Micro-grants where appropriate for very small new startups.Volunteer organizations (possibly sponsored by the Chamber or the new economic development entity in El Paso) for mentoring new entrepreneurs in specific management competencies.The availability of physical incubation services including office space and telecom connections, reception, warehousing, back office support functions, etc.At the same time, the community should undertake a review of inadvertent obstacles to new business formation, which may include local regulatory and permitting practices as they effect new startups.



Promoting Entrepreneurship:  Stakeholder Roles
• Schools
▫ Identify and Replicate Best Practices (apprenticeship, project 

learning, Junior Achievement, etc.)

• University-Based Programs for Young Entrepreneurs
▫ Launch Pad at University of Miami
▫ Silicon Valley Center for Entrepreneurship at San Jose State 

University
▫ Impact Entrepreneurship Group, Waterloo University, Ontario, 

Canada

• Community Resources for New Startups
▫ Build on Hub of Innovation, Innovate-El Paso
▫ Public Service Mentorship Model to replace Angels
▫ Low-Cost, Easily Delivered Training Modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definitions/backgroundIn Florida, in 2008 the University of Miami created “The Launch Pad,” a program offering career guidance, resources, and advice to entrepreneurs, innovators, and inventors at the University. One major goal of the program is to show students and alumni that starting a new venture represents a legitimate career path. A second key goal is to encourage every student who wants to start a new venture - either for-profit or not for profit - to do so in South Florida and thereby contribute to the growth of the local economy.  (See:  http://www.thelaunchpad.org/about-us )Within the College of Business at San Jose State University a student-run program called the Silicon Valley Center for Entrepreneurship encourages and supports students’ new business ideas. The goal is to empower student entrepreneurs with practical advice.  The Center offers help in writing business plans and gaining real business experience.  It hosts several events throughout the area where students have an opportunity to hear from and network with successful entrepreneurs.  (See:   http://www.cob.sjsu.edu/svce/)Students at Waterloo University in Ontario, Canada have created the Impact Entrepreneurship Group, dedicated to encouraging the entrepreneurial spirit in young Canadians. The group’s sixth national conference brought more than 500 young delegates from across Canada to Toronto, to meet with hundreds of industry leaders and successful entrepreneurs, develop their skills through workshops, and share ideas through discussions and networking.  (See:  http://uwaterloo.ca/profiles/profile.php?id=160).El Paso – to be consolidated under new Development AgencyEl Paso – Innovate El Paso:  The TransPecos/El Paso Regional Center of Innovation and Commercialization (TPEP RCIC) was founded in 2005 by UTEP and later developed by The Paso del Norte Group in response to the State’s request to have a regional entity capable of identifying and preparing applicants to the Texas Emerging Technology Fund. Today, the RCIC is a fully staffed independent 501(c) 3 with an active board of directors, a diverse advisory council, and numerous partner organizations.El Paso – Hub of Human Innovation:  The Hub is a technology incubator, which nurtures the development of small technology-based businesses, helping them survive and grow during the start-up period when they are most vulnerable. We also assist technology-based businesses that are expanding, relocating, or simply need direction to move their business forward. We provide clients with business support services and tailored resources. Las Cruces – Arrowhead Center at NMSU:   ■Conducts research to convert ideas into marketable technologies by bringing together innovative researchers, savvy entrepreneurs, eager students, and effective public and private partners. ■Launches start-up companies by serving and supporting the entrepreneur from idea to enterprise. ■Grows New Mexico companies that contribute to a thriving economic ecosystem. Resources include business assistance, technology incubation, intellectual property commercialization, economic policy analysis and growth in a rapidly developing research park.Ciudad Juarez:Challenge of integrating small manufacturing businesses into maquila system, promoting new startups among skilled maquila professionals.  Local subcontracting is not a common business practice; traditional commercial terms are relatively slow-pay which is very hard on smaller businesses; no tradition of investment in or mentoring smaller partners.How can small-business subcontracting be encouraged in Juarez?  One possibility raised in our interviews is to create formal contracting set-aside goals, either through focused lobbying of the maquilas’ primary overseas partners or through direct incentives linked to Mexican government assistance for the maquilas.  The Mexican government could also consider targeted loan guarantee programs to stimulate either direct maquila investment in small supplier development or improved access to capital by small business manufacturing entrepreneurs. Existing public and private initiatives include:•	The Ministry of Economy’s Fondo PYME functions somewhat like the U.S.’ Small Business Administration.  It encourages the development of small businesses and their more intensive participation in large-business supply chains (see:  http://www.fondopyme.gob.mx) but their 100-million peso budget may be too small to have the desired impact; funding was released too late in the year last year to have generated significant results to date.  •	Fundacion E (http://www.fundacione.org) is a social enterprise that also works to promote entrepreneurship and small business formation in Mexico.  Among their other programs they are working with ITESM and Cisco Entrepreneur Instititute to design model university programs to develop entrepreneurship skills and support new business creation.Yet many businesses, NGOs, and aspiring entrepreneurs are reportedly unaware of these initiatives, which could help them obtain knowledge and access to capital that could be essential to new business development in Juarez. 



Recommendation #4:
Create Institutions that Unify and Coordinate the 
Region’s Development Planning and Human 
Capital Initiatives

• Overcome Fragmentation and Lack of 
Consensus

• Importance of Sharing Information
• Importance of Complementary 

Potentials among Sub-Regions
• Importance of Speaking with a Unified 

Voice in State, Federal, and other 
External Forums

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Borders Matter.  A number of our interviewees thought that extraordinary local will was required to overcome the challenges of integrating multiple state and national jurisdictions, and that the difficulty of doing this might be a principal reason why past visions have faltered.  If the region is prepared to more frankly acknowledge the magnitude of this challenge, it may be more likely to summon the will and determination to overcome it.State borders limit, for example, who can benefit from local economic development initiatives.  The Santa Teresa logistics facility is in New Mexico, but if New Mexico invests in infrastructure and business assistance the primary beneficiaries are likely to be El Paso workers and businesses.  At the same time, the El Paso municipality cannot make investments in Santa Teresa that end up providing revenue to New Mexico.  Likewise, NMSU can fund research and development activities undertaken in Las Cruces, but what happens when an idea they have incubated is prototyped in El Paso or Juarez?Regional leaders need to articulate both the urgency and the difficulty of building planning and coordinating institutions that emphasize a long-term balance of regional benefits.  We recommend creation of a new organization in the Paso del Norte region that would include stakeholders at local, state, and federal levels from both the U.S. and Mexico and that would incorporate a permanent staff and planning element.   But regional leaders need to educate the public about the importance of regional cooperation, a regional focus, and a regional institution, in order to overcome the natural inclination of local communities to look first to their own particular interests.ManpowerGroup believes that a critical mass of new business development is most likely to be spurred by the pursuit of concrete short and medium-term opportunities related to the Juarez maquila industry, one of the largest manufacturing centers in the world.  The existence of this industry provides a potential opportunity both for local business development – the maquilas draw heavily on US-sourced imports but only 2-3 percent of those imports come from the Dona Ana or El Paso region – and for business attraction to the region based on a well-articulated twin-manufacturing model.  Opportunities for the commercialization of the region’s research technologies may also be favorably impacted by the cost flexibility and specialization provided by twin or distributed manufacturing.  For any regional new business initiative, we believe the region as a whole would benefit from asking, up front, how it can involve, and leverage, the Juarez maquilas, as suppliers, customers, or co-manufacturers.More concrete opportunities may emerge through involving more of the maquila leaders in the El Paso and Dona Ana (and in overall regional) planning and skills development systems.  Information about the maquilas’ unmet higher-value supply and technology requirements could serve as the basis of a short- and medium-term business development and entrepreneurship agenda for the counties north of the border.  The process should be accompanied by a focused effort to improve cross border linkages between Juarez manufacturers and US-based educators, vocational trainers, and community organizations.  A report by the James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy of Rice University, Developing the U.S.–Mexico Border Region for a Prosperous and Secure Relationship, emphasizes the importance of effective, multi-stakeholder advocacy in helping to overcome infrastructure, staffing, and policy issues at the border that inhibit the full potential development of US/Mexican trade.  The report recommends creating a bi-national border authority to address policy on infrastructure, trade, and economic development; water and environmental issues; immigration and labor integration; and law enforcement and security.  It also encourages the development  of a “more collaborative culture” around these issues, by promoting the creation of forums for bringing together businesses and other stakeholders on both sides of the border. 



Quality of Life Ranking
County/Municipality State 2010 Rank 2000 Rank
Dona Ana New Mexico 8 7
El Paso Texas 9 4
Juarez Chihuahua 30 26

•Quality of Life dimensions are: economic opportunity, education and 
culture, healthy life and community life.
•The rankings are based on a comprehensive analysis of the US-
Mexico border 52 counties and municipalities

The State of the Border Report, Wilson Center, El Colegio de la Frontera
Norte and the North American Center for Transborder Studies



Thank You!

For More Information, contact

Branka Minic
Future Work Consulting

Email:  Branka.Minic@gmail.com
Phone:  305 491 7368
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